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In the study of hereditary Noetherian rings, it is clear that hereditary 
Noetherian prime rings will play a central role (see, for example, [12]). Here 
we study the (two-sided) ideals of an hereditary Xoetherian prime ring and, 
as a consequence, ascertain the structure of factor rings and torsion modules. 
The torsion theory represents a generalization of similar results about 
Dedekind prime rings ([3], Section 3). 
The basic results are concerned with ideals and come in Sections 1, 2, 
and 4. Each ideal is a product of an invertible ideal and an ideal some power 
of which is idempotent; the invertible ideals generate an Abelian group; and 
a maximal invertible ideal is either a maximal ideal or else a finite intersection 
of idempotent maximal ideals of a specified form. 
We will say that a ring has enough invertible ideals if every nonzero ideal 
contains an invertible ideal. All the examples of hereditary Noethcrian prime 
rings of which we know have enough invertible ideals. They are described 
in Section 5. 
In Section 3 we show that every finitely generated torsion module of an 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring with enough invertible ideals is a direct 
sum of cyclic modules. The proof involves showing that each factor ring is 
generalized uniserial. In Section 6 it is shown that a factor ring of an arbitrary 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring is the direct product of two rings, one 
generalized uniserial, the other generalised triangular. 
* The research of the second author was supported by an ARO(D) grant at the 
University of Chicago. 
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The results on invertible ideals and idempotent ideals in Setions 1 and 2 
represent generalizations of work of Harada [SJ whose results are for the case 
of a bounded hereditary Noetherian prime ring. 
We thank Phillip Griffith for his technical assistance as well as for many 
pleasant conversations. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the material of [3] Section 1, 
excluding the results about uniform right ideals. Unless we specifically state 
the contrary, conditions on rings are always meant to hold on both sides; 
for example, when we say that all the ideals of a ring are projective and 
finitely generated, we mean that they are projective and finitely generated 
both as right and as left ideals. 
1. OVER-RINGS km IDER~POTENT IDEALS 
Let R be an order in a quotient ring Q and let A, B be subsets of Q. We 
will use the notation 
A’.B=(~EQ/A~CB), B.‘A=(~EQ~~ACB), 
and, for a fractional right R-ideal I, we will write R . . I = I*. An ideal X 
of R is invertible if X(X’. R) = (R.. X)X = R and then we write 
X’.R=R:X=X-‘. 
It will turn out that invertible ideals and idempotent ideals play an impor- 
tant role in hereditary Noetherian prime rings. The main result of this section 
is Theorem 1.6 which shows that, for an invertible ideal X in an hereditary 
Noetherian prime ring R, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
idempotent ideals of R containing X and over-rings of R contained in X-l. 
In the next section, we will use this result to examine the invertible ideals 
of R. 
We do not need the full force of the assumption that R is an hereditary 
bioetherian prime ring in order to obtain Theorem 1.6. In fact, after Theo- 
rem 1.2, we will assume only that R is an order in a simple Artinian ring Q 
such that each ideal of R is projective. 
We begin with an internal characterization of Dedekind prime rings which 
helps to explain the importance of idempotent ideals in an arbitrary hereditary 
Noetherian prime ring. But first, an easy technical lemma. 
La 1.1. Let R be an order in a simple Art&&n ping, and Zet I be a 
projective fra&muzl right R-ideal. Then 
(i) I*1 is an i~~t~t ideal of R 
(ii) I = (I* ’ . R) 
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Proof. (i) By [3] Lemma 1.2, If* = O,(I) and so 
(I~~(I*I) = I*oi(I) I = I*I. 
(ii) Evidently I C (I* * . R). But 
I*‘.RCO,(I)(I*‘.R) =II*(I*‘.R)CIR =I. [ 
THEOREM 1.2. An hereditary ~~oet~u~ prime ring R is a Dedekind prime 
ring if and o?zly if it has no proper id~pot~t ideals. 
Proof. -a: If R is a Dedekind prime ring, then by [Ill, Theorem 3.2, 
the nonzero ideals of R form a group, and hence R can have no proper 
idempotent ideals. 
e: Let X be any ideal of R. By [I I] Theorem 2.1, it s&ices to show 
that X is invertible. But Lemma 1.1 shows that (R . * X) X and X(X ’ . R) 
are idempotcnt ideals. Hence (R . * X) X = X(X - . R) = R, so X is 
invertible. u 
For the remainder of this section, R win denote an order in a simple 
Artinian ring Q, such that each ideal of R is projective. By [3] Lemma 1.2, 
this implies that each ideal is finitely generated on each side. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Every two-sided submodule V of X-l which contains R 
is a fractional R-ideal, and is projective and finitely generated on each side. 
Pro& By the symmetry of the situation, it suffices to prove the right- 
handed properties. Let x E X be a regular element, so that xR C xV C R. 
Thus XV is an essential right ideal of R, so V is a fractional right R-ideal. 
Now VX is an ideal of R, and hence is projective by assumption. So, by 
[3] Lemma 1.2, VX( VX)* = O,( VX). On the other hand, it suffices by [3] 
Lemma 1.2 to show that VI’* -= O,(V). Clearly, VV* C O,(V), and equally 
clearly, O,(V) = O,(VX). Hence it suffices to show that X( VX)” C V*; 
that is, that [X{VX)*] Y c R. But X-l[X(VX)+] VX C R * R = R, so 
X(VX)*VC XRX-’ = R. 1 
In [3] Theorem 1.3, a restricted minimum condition is obtained for an 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring. Under our weaker hypothesis, we still 
obtain a restricted minimum condition, but this time only for ideals above 
a fixed invertible ideal. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If X C R is an invertible ideal, then any descending chain 
of ideals R > I1 > Iz 2 .‘. > X must stabilize. 
Proof. We obtain an ascending chain R cI,* LIZ* c m-e C X* -2 X-l. 
Let V = l-l:=:=, I,*. Then R C 7 C X-r, so by Proposition 1.3, V is i%itely 
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generated. Thus the ascending chain stabilizes, and by Lemma 1.1 (ii), the 
descending chain stabilizes too. 1 
LEMnu 1.5. Let A be an idempotent ideal of R. Then A*A = A and 
A* = O,(A). 
Proof. /1*/l = A*A2 C RA :I: A C A*A, so A*A = A. Therefore 
A* C O,(A). The other containment is trivial. 1 
THEOREM 1.6. Let R be apE order in a simple Artinim r&g such that each 
ideal of R is projective, and kt X be an invertible ideal of R. Then there k a 
one-to-one correspondence betmeen idempotent ideals A such that X C A _C R 
and the rings S such that R C S cl X-l, which is given by 
A F+ O,(A) =I A*; Sr+S’.R. 
Similarly, there is a one-to-or= correspondence given by 
A ++ O,(A); St+R: S. 
Proo$. If X C A C R, then R C A* = O,(A) C X-1. Also, by Lemma I .I (ii), 
A” + . R = A. 
On the other hand, suppose R C SC X-1. By Proposition 1.3, S is a 
finitely generated projective fractional R-ideal, so that S(S . . R) is an idem- 
potent ideal of R. 
Clearly, S ’ . R = S(S ’ , R) and XC S ’ . R !Z R. By Lemma l.l(ii), 
(5’ * . R)” = S. i 
We spend the remainder of this section detailing the properties of this 
correspondence. 
PROPOSITIOX 1.7. Let A, B be ~dempot~t ideals between X and R. Then 
(i) A T B is again id~~t~t, and OI(A + B) = O,(A) n O,(B). 
(ii) If A C B, then O,(A) 2 O,(B). 
Proof. (i) (A + B)* = A + AB + BA + B 2 A + B, so A + B is 
idempotcnt. Clearly, O,(A) n O,(B) C O,(A + B). But it is also clear that 
A” n B” 2 (A + B)“. 
(ii) If A _C B, then A” 2 B*. 1 
PRoPOsITlcX 1.8. Let 9 be an idempotent ideal of R such that X C A r’ R. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween idempotent ideals B of R such that 
B cl: A, and id~~ot~t ideals C of S = O,(A) given by 
BMBS C*+ CA. 
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Proof. Let C be an idempotent ideal of S = A*. Then CA C A*A = A 
is an ideal of R. But AC = AA*C = SC = C, so (CA)2 = CACA = CA. 
Finally, CAS = CAA* = CS = C. 
On the other hand, let B be an idempotent ideal of R with B CA. Then 
BS=BA”CAA*=S, and AB=BA=B. 
Now 
(BA*)2 = BA*BA” = (BA) A*(AB) A* = B(AA*A) BA* 
= BABA” = BA”, 
so BS = BA* is idempotent. FinaIiy, 
BA*A = (BA) A”A = BA = B. m 
PROPOSITION 1.9. If S is a ring such that R C SC X-l, then S is an 
order in Q and the ideaLF of S are projective. If R is an hereditary Noetherian 
prim ring, then so is S. 
Proof. S is an order because R is. Let I be an ideal of S. Clearly I is a 
fractional R-ideal, so I is projective as an R-module. Thus I(R . ’ I) = O,(I). 
But (R . * 1) _C (S . - I), so I(S . ’ I) = O,(I) too. 
h’ow suppose that R is an hereditary Noetherian prime ring. The same 
argument used above shows that each essential right ideal of S is projective, 
and therefore finitely generated. Since every right ideal of S is a direct 
summand of an essential right ideal, this completes the argument. 1 
2. h'EWl'IBLS IDEALS 
We now study the invertible ideals themselves. The main result, which 
is basic to the remainder of this paper, is that the invertible ideals in an 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring generate an Abelian group. 
We will assume throughout this section that R is an order in a simple 
Artinian ring Q such that the ideals of R are projective. By [3] Lemma 1.2, 
the ideals are finitely generated on each side and so R satisfies the ascending 
chain condition for ideafs. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Every invertible ideal of R is a product of maximal 
invertible ideals (ideals maximal amongst he invertible ideals). 
Proof. If X is invertible and P1 X is a maximal invertible ideal then 
X = PP-IX. Evidently P-lx is invertible and, since R 1 P-IX 1 X, the 
ascending chain condition for ideals gives the desired result. m 
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~OPOSITION 2.2. L?ach maximal ideal M of R is either idempotent or 
invertible. 
Proof. If both (R . * M) M and M(M * . R) equal R, then M is 
invertible by definition. Otherwise one of them equals M and then M is 
idempotent by Lemma 1.1(i). 1 
This proposition shows that a maximal invertible ideai is either a maximal 
ideal or else the maximal ideals which contain it are all idempotent. We will 
prove shortly that each maximal invertible ideal is the intersection of the 
maximal ideals containing it. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let X be an invertible ideal of R and let MT) X be an idem- 
potent maximal ideal. Then there is an idempotent maximal ideal M’ 3 X such 
that O,(M) = O,(M’). 
Proof. Let S = O,(M) and M’ = S . . R. By Theorem 1.6, S is a ring 
between R and X-l and, again by Theorem 1.6, &l’ is an idempotent ideal 
of R, M 3 X and Ok = S. By Proposition 1.7, S is a minimal overring 
of N and so &f’ is a maximal idempotent ideal of R. 
If M’ is not a maximal ideal, then M’ C P where P is a maximal ideal and 
of course, P is invertible. But then, for each n, PnT) M’3 X and so, by 
Proposition 1.4, we must have P” = P”-l r for some n. Since P is invertible, 
this implies that P = R, which is a contradiction. Therefore M’ is a maximal 
ideal. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be an invertible ideal of R and let &I1 3 X be an 
idempotent maximal ideal. Then X C MI n M, A *-. n M,, wh-ere LM, is an 
idempotent maximal ideal and O,(iM,) = O,(M,), 0,fM.J = O&IQ,..., 
fwwz> = o~(f~*). 
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.3 to &I: yields MS,, . The chain 
1~*1M,nM,3IM,nM,nM~3..-2X’ 
must stabilise, by Proposition 1.4. This can happen onIy if two &‘s 
coincide. Say Mi = M,,, is the first coincidence. If i > 1, then 
O,~(M~+.r) = O,(M,+J = O,(M,) = O,(M+..l) and so, by Theorem 1.6, 
M,.+, = lM+-, . It must therefore be the case that M,+, = MI is the first 
coincidence. 1 
A finite set of distinct idempotent maximal ideals Ml ,..., M, such that 
O,.(M,) = Ok,..., Ok = 0,(&Q is called a cycle. We will also 
consider an invertible maximal ideal to be a trivial case of a cycle. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let Ml ,..., M,, be a union of cycles of R. Then 
X = nE==, Mk is inv~t~b~. 
Proof. If h!Zk is idempotent, Iet Sk = U,(ZkZ,J and let Mat be the idem- 
potent maximal ideal such that O,(Mk,) = Sk . By Lemma 1.5, Mk* = Sk 
and so M&3, = Sk. Also, of course, !M,,S, = Mkr . Let A be the product 
of all the Mi other than Mk , Mk, . Then 
sothatSkZX’.RandX(X’.R)$Mk. 
If, on the other hand, 3Zk is invertible, let B be the product of all the Mi 
other than Mk . Then 
so that M;l_CX’.R and X(X’.R)gM,. 
Thus we see that X(X’ . R), which contains X, is not contained in any 
of the maximal ideals containing X. Therefore X(X’ . R) = R. Similarly, 
(R . . X)X = R and so X is invertible. i 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R be an order in a simple Artinian ring Q such that each 
ideal of R is projective. Then a maximal invertible ideal is the intersection of a 
cycle. 
Proof. This is clear from Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5. 1 
Next we will show that the invertible ideals generate an Abclian group. 
PROPOSITION 2.7, Two cycles of R either coincide or are disjoint. 
Proof. ClearIy we can assume the cycles are of idcmpotent maximal 
ideals. By Proposition 2.5, the intersection of the union of the two cycles is 
an invertible ideal. Csing Theorem 1.6, the result follows easily. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let Z =I M1 n ... n :M, where the 31i are maximal 
ideals qf R, and let X be an invertible ideal such that X $ Iw, for any i. Then 
XI=XnZ=IX. 
Proof. Let J = X n Z C X. So J = XX-1 J and X-‘J is an ideal of R. 
Now for each i, XX-I J C Mi and X $ J?J~ . Thus X-lJ _C &Ii for each i 
and so X-‘J C I. Therefore J = X n Z C XI. Since XI C X n I we have 
XI = X n I, and symmetry completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 2.9. Let R be an mder in a simple Artinian ring such that each 
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ideal of R is projective. Then the invertible ideals of R generate an Abelian 
group. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, each invertible ideal is a product of maximal 
invertible ideals. Each maximal invertible ideal is the intersection of a cycle. 
By Proposition 2.7, no two cycles can have an ideal in common without 
coinciding. Therefore, using Proposition 2.8, we see that the product of two 
maximal invertible ideals is commutative. t 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let X = nF=, P,“* where the Pi are distinct maximal 
invertible ideaks of R. Then R/X z ny=, R/Pfi as rings. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.8, X = (JT=, Pp. But also, for each Pi, 
(fii,, Pff) + $5 = R, since no maximal ideal contains both nilj P,“i and 
P$. 1 
COROLLARY 2.11. If R has enough invertible ideals, then the invertible 
fractional R-ideals form an Abelian group. 
Proof. Let X be an invertible fractional R-ideal. There is an ideal Y 6 R 
such that XY C R and, by our hypothesis, we may take Y to be invertible. 
Then XY is invertible and so X is in the Abelian group generated by the 
invertible ideals of R. i 
3. FACTOR RINGS AND TORSION MODULES 
We are now ready to prove that any finitely generated torsion module 
over an hereditary Noetherian prime ring which has enough invertible ideals 
is a direct sum of cyclic modules. This, together with the theory summarized 
in [3] Section 2 yields a survey of all finitely generated modules over such 
a ring. The focal point of this discussion is Theorem 3.3 which describes 
the structure of the factor ring of an hereditary Koetherian prime ring by 
an invertible ideal. 
We begin by recalling a result from [3]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that R is an hereditary Noetherian prime ring with 
enough invertible ideals. Then every finitely generated torsion R-module is a 
direct sum of a completely faithful module and an unfaithful module. Moreover, 
any completely faithful module is cyclic. 
Proof. The proofs of Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.10, and Theorem 3.9 of [3] 
may be used unaltered to yield this theorem. B 
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It remains only to show that a finitely generated unfaithful module over 
such a ring R is a direct sum of cyclics. Being unfaithful, it has an annihilator 
which, by our assumptions, contains an invertible ideal X, and by [3] 
Theorem 1.3, R/X is Artinian. We can regard the module as an R/X-module. 
Thus it will be more than sufficient to show that every R/X-module is a 
direct sum of cyclics. Before proving this we recall a definition and a theorem 
due to Nakayama. 
An Artinian ring S is called a generalized uniserial ring if and only if 
each indecomposable direct summand of the underlying right S-module of S 
has a unique composition series and the same is true of the underlying left 
S-module of S, ([9] p. 19). Nakayama proves the following theorem ([9], 
Theorem 17, [lo], Theorem 3). 
THEOREM 3.2. An Artinian ring is generalized uniserial if and only ;f each 
left or r*ht module is a direct sum of cyclic modules each of which has a unique 
composition series. 
Thus, in order to show that an unfaithful module over an hereditary 
Noetherian prime ring with enough invertible ideals is a direct sum of cyclics, 
we will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be an hereditary Noetherian prime ring and let X be 
an invertible ideal of R. Then R/X is generalized un&rial. If R has enough 
invertible ideals, then every proper factor ring of R is generalized uniserial. 
Proof. To see that the second statement follows from the first we note 
that, as a consequence of Theorem 3.2, any factor of a generalized uniserial 
ring is generalized uniserial. By Theorem 2.9, we may write X = Pp a** P$, 
where each Pi is a maximal invertible ideal. The radical of R/X is easily 
seen to be P/X, where P = P1 ... P, is an invertible ideal of R. 
By [3] Theorem 1.3, R/X is Artinian, so it suffices to show that each 
indecomposable direct summand I/X of R/X has a unique composition 
series. We will show that 
(*I I/X1 (I/X)(P/X) 1 *** 1 (I/X)(P/X)‘I *** 
is a composition series. [Note that (I/X)(P/X)j = (IPj + X)/X.] 
We first remark that being a composition series, (*) must be a unique 
composition series. For, let 
be any composition series. P/X is nilpotent, so it annihilates any simple R/X 
module, and thus II/X1 (IP + X)/X. But I/(ZP + X) is simple, so 
1,/X = (IP + X)/X. Similarly, Ij/X = (IPj -k X)/X. 
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It remains to show that (*) is a composition series. The simplicity of the 
first step follows from the fact that primitive idempotents of an Artinian 
ring are also primitive modulo the radical of the ring (see [6] Theorem 32, 
p. 72). For, since Z/(ZP + X) is an R/P module, it is simple if it is indecom- 
posable. Using the invertibility of P, it follows that ZPi/(ZP + X) Pi is simple 
for each i. However (ZPi f X)/(ZP” +l “- X) rr ZPi/(ZZ’f-” - X) n ZPe and 
(ZP+* + X) n ZPi r> IPi”-’ $ XPi = (ZP + XTPi. Therefore, for each i, 
(ZP + X)/(ZPi” + X) is a homomorphic image of a simple module, and so 
is simple or zero, as required. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let R be an hereditary Noetherian prime ring with enough 
invertible ideals. Then e-zery jnitely generated torsion module is a direct sum of 
cyclic modules. 
We comment that the factor ring by an invertible ideal, although generalized 
uniserial, need not be a principal ideal ring (as it is for a Dedekind prime 
ring). An example of this failure is given in [3] Section 4. 
Factor rings of a hereditary Noetherian prime ring by ideals which need 
not contain invertible ideals will be discussed in Section 6. Before this, we 
need to investigate the structure of an arbitrary ideal. 
4. EVENTUAL IDEMPOTENTS 
We now return to the study of ideals in an hereditary Noetherian prime 
ring R. The basic result in this section is that every ideal is the product of 
an invertible ideal and an ideal some power of which is idempotent. An ideal 
of this latter type we call eventually idempotent. For any ideal Z we write 
evZ = inf{n > 0 ] In = Z,+l} = inf{n > 0 1 I” is idempotent). 
Clearly Z is eventually idempotent if and only if evZ < a. In this case evZ 
is called the degree of ewntuality of I. 
One consequence of the basic result is that R has enough invertible ideals 
if and only if each idempotent maximal ideal belongs to a cycle. In particular, 
we show that this must be the case if the ring is bounded and has only a 
finite number of idempotent maximal ideals. We then show that such a ring 
is the intersection of Dedekind prime rings. This case includes all the 
examples of hereditary Noetherian prime rings in [4] and [l-see Section 5. 
Once again the results concerning the ideal structure of R do not require 
the full hypothesis that R be an hereditary Noetherian prime ring. To be 
precise, they require that R is an order in a simple Artinian ring, that the 
ideals of R are projective that R satisfies the descending chain condition for 
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ideals containing a fixed one and that prime ideals are maximal. However, 
for the sake of clarity we will assume throughout this section that R is an 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring. 
First we prove an easy lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X C R be an invertible ideal. Then 
(i) n Xn = 0, and 
(ii) X contains no idempotent ideal. 
Proof. (i) If Y = 0 X” $- 0, h t en R/Y satisfies the descending chain 
condition for ideals. ‘I’herefore, for some n, X” = Xn+l and so, since X is 
invertible, X :: R, a contradiction. 
(ii) If A is idempotent and A Z X, then A C Xn for all n. So 
ALr)X”-0. [ 
One obvious consequence of this and Proposition 2.2 is that a maximal 
idempotent ideal is a maximal ideal. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be an hereditary Noether& prime ring and I an 
ideal of R. Then I = XA where X is an invertible ideal and A is an eventually 
idempotent ideal. 
Proof. We may suppose that I is not invertible. Let X be minimal 
among invertible ideals containing I. If Y # R is an invertible ideal con- 
taining X-‘I then X 3 XY 1 I and, since XY is invertible, this contradicts 
the choice of X. Thus I = XA where A = X-‘I is an ideal not contained 
in any proper invertible ideal. Such an ideal A is eventually idcmpotent as 
will be shown in the following sequence of results. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let M1 ,..., Iw, be maximal ideals of R such that 
A = M1 n a*. 17 Mk is not contained in any invertible ideal. Then A is even- 
tually idempotent and evA < k. 
Proof. If k = 1, Proposition 2.2 suffices. Since A is, by hypothesis, not 
invertible, at least one of (R . . A) A and A(A ’ . R) is distinct from R, say 
(R . * A) A = A*A f R. Ry Lemma 1.1, A*A is idempotent; so if A*A = A 
we are done. Thus we can assume that A C A*A CR. Now each 112~ is a 
maximal ideal and so, by the Chinese remainder theorem, R/A g Hi R/&Ii , 
the product of simple rings. This shows that any ideal containing A is the 
intersection of some subset of the Mi ; in particular, we can assume that 
A*A = Ml n ... n !Vfi = B, say. Set C == Mj+l n ... n Mk . Then 
BC_CBnC=A=AA*A==AB=(BnC)BCCBcBnC. 
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So CB = A -Z BC. By induction on k, we may assume that both B and C 
are eventually idempotent with ewJ3 < j, evC < K - j. The next lemma 
completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 3, C be ev~t~all~ ~~p~te~t ideals of R suc?~ that 
CB 2 BC. Then C3 is ~~t~l~ idempot~t and evC3 ,< e-z&’ -+- e-u.&. 
Proof. Let b = e&, c = eve. It is easy to see that (CB)e+b > (CB)etb+l 3 
Be+b+lC~+B+l = BY’“. On the other hand, it is clear that @‘CC 2 (CB)c+@ 
and so (CB)c’b = (CB)C+b+‘. i 
The next proposition completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
PROPOSITIOK 4.5. Let A be an ideal of R which is not contained in any 
invertible ideal. Then A is eventually Zempotent. More precisely, there are 
only a$nite number of idempotent maximal ideals iv1 ,..., Mti containing A and 
Ak z (&fl n 1.0 n M# is idempotent. 
Proof- Since R has descending chain condition on ideals containing il 
the intersection of all maximal ideals containing A has the form 
B=M,n *.* n Mk and the Mi are idempotent by Lemma 4.1. Since all 
the primes of R are maximal, B/A is the nilpotent radical of the ring R/A 
so, for some I > 0, 3” C A. But Bk = Bk^fl by Proposition 4.3. Hence 
3”3Ak’P = Bk. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Every idempotent ideal A of R has the form 
(Ml n -** n M,)” where Ml ,..., Mn are the maximal idea& containing A. 
We are now in a position to give a condition equivalent to the ring having 
enough invertible ideals. 
COROLLARY 4.7. R has enough invertible ideals if and only if each ia%m+ 
potent maximal ideal belongs to a cycle. 
Proof, *. Let M be an idempotent maximal ideal which, by assumption, 
contains an invertible ideal A. By the proof of Lemma 2.4, M belongs to a 
cycle. 
C. Let I be any ideal of R. Then I = XA where X is invertible and A 
is eventually idempotent. Say B = A” is idempotent. Then I2 X3 and it is 
clearly sufficient to show that B contains an invertible ideal. By Corollary 4.6, 
3 = (Mu n *v+ n MJk and, by assumption, each Mi belongs to a cycle 
whose intersection Yi is invertible, by Proposition 2.5. Thus B 1 (Y, *.. YJk 
which is invertible. 1 
As another consequence of the preceding theory we have 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let R be an hereditary Noetlzrian prime ring. The folloz.uitg 
are equivalent. 
(i) R has a finite number of ia!empotent ideals. 
(ii) R has a finite number of idempotent maximal ideals. 
(iii) R has a minimal idempotent ideal. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is evident from Corollary 4.6 
and (iii) is an obvious consequence of (i). So we need only show that (iii) 
implies (ii). Let A = (M1 r\ *** n Mk)k be the given minimal idempotent 
ideal where MI ,..., Mk are idempotent maximal ideals, and let !M be any 
other idempotent ideal. Let I = M n MI n *** n Mk . Then Ik _C A n MC A, 
and so I is not eventually idempotent. By Theorem 4.2, I must be contained in 
an invertible ideal and thus in a maximal invertible ideal X. By Theorem 2.6, 
X=P,n .** n P, where PI ,..., P, forms a subset of M, ill, ,..., Mk and 
where, moreover, PI ,..., Pt is a cycle. 
Since A is idempotent, A is not contained in any invertible ideal (by 
Lemma 4.1) so X 2 A. Therefore one of the Pi must be AZ. Now consider 
the set of all subsets of Ml ,..., Mk . For each subset, if there is an idem- 
potent maximal ideal M which, together with the subset, forms a cycle then, 
by Proposition 2.7, M is unique. Since the number of subsets is finite, R has 
only a finite number of idempotent maximal ideals. 1 
THEOREM 4.9. Let R be an hereditary Noetherian prime ring with a finite 
number of idempotent maximal ideals and with enough invertible ideals. Then R 
is a finite intersection of Dedekind prime rings. 
Proof. Let A, ,..., A, be the complete set of minimal idempotents of R. 
By assumption each Ai contains an invertible ideal. The product X of these 
invertible ideals is invertible and is contained in every idempotent ideal. 
Let B = A, + 0-e + A,. By Proposition 1.7, B is idempotent and 
O,(B) = ni O,(Ai), O,.(B) = ni O,.(A,). However, by Theorem 1.6, the 
O,(A,) are precisely the maximal subrings of X-l; and the same is true of 
the O,(AJ. Thus O,(B) = O,(B) and so 
B = BO,(B) = BO,(B) = BB* = O,(B) 
which is ridiculous unless B = R. Hence R = ni O,(AJ. By Proposition 1.9, 
O,(Ai) is an hereditary Noetherian prime ring; and by Proposition 1.8, 
O,(Ai) contains no idempotent ideals. So, by Theorem 1.2, O,(Ai) is a 
Dedekind prime ring. 1 
Next we discuss the case when R is bounded. First we recall two defini- 
tions. R is right bounded if every essential right ideal contains a nonzero ideal. 
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And R is right primitive if it has a maximal right ideal which contains no 
nonzero ideal or, equivalently, if it has a simple module with zero annihilator. 
As a consequence of [3] Theorem 1.3 we have 
THEOREM 4.10. Let R be an Iweditary Noetherian prime ring. Then R is 
riglzt primitive 07 right bounded and is both if and only if R is sim$le Artimim. 
Proof. If R is both right primitive and right bounded then R has a 
maximal right ideal which is not essential, so R has a minimal right ideal. 
As in [3] Lemma 1.1, R is then simple Artinian. 
Suppose R is not right primitive, so that every simple R-module has a 
nonzero annihilator. If I is an essential right ideal of R then, by [3] 
Theorem 1.3, the module R/I has finite length. So it suthces to show that 
any module U of finite length has a nonzero annihilator. If Y is a simple 
submodule of U then ann V = J -+ 0 since R is right primitive; and by 
induction, we may assume that ann( U/V) = K + 0. Since R is prime 
O#KJfannU. 1 
If R has enough invertibles we may go further. 
COROLLARY 4.11. Ij R has enough invertibLe ideals, then R is bounded or 
primitive. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.10, it will be sufficient to suppose that R is right 
bounded and prove that A is left bounded. Let I be an essential left ideal 
and let a E I be regular. So aR is an essential right ideal which, by hypothesis, 
contains an invertible ideal X. Then Ra-l C X-r and multiplication on the 
right by a and on the left by X yields X C Ra C I. Thus R is left bounded. fl 
The next result should be compared with Theorem 4.9. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let R be a bounded ~editayy ~oeth~ian pime ring z&h 
a finite sum&r of id~~ot~t ideals. Then R has etch invertibbte ideals and 
is the i~t~section of a jinite num-be~ of bounded ~edekind prime Gzgs. 
Prooj. Since R is bounded, it follows easily (see [6], pp. 120-121) that 
orders containing R and equivalent to R are fractional R-ideals. Thus, by 
an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1.6, we can obtain the same 
one-to-one correspondences as those described in Theorem 1.6, but this 
time between all the idempotent ideals of R and all the equivalent orders 
containing R. Therefore, given any idempotent maximal ideal fifr , 
ik& = 0,(&Z,) . . R is also an idempotent maximal ideal and O,(M1) = O,(fl/r,). 
Since there are only a finite number of idempotent maximal ideals, this 
process will yield a cycle with .&fr as a member. Hence, by Corollary 4.7, R 
has enough invertibles. 
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Then Theorem 4.9 shows that R is a finite intersection of Dedekind prime 
rings and it is straightforward to show that they are bounded. 1 
We end this section with a result basically due to Michler [8]. 
THEORE~I 4.13. Let R be an hereditary Noetherian prime ring with a 
nonzero Jacobson radical J. Then R is bounded, R has a finite number of maximal 
ideals and J is invertible. 
Proof. Evidently, by Theorem 4.10, R is bounded. We will show that 
every maximal right ideal of R contains a maximal ideal. Then J is the 
intersection of the maximal ideals of R, and so they must be finite in number. 
It then follows by Theorem 4.12 that R has enough invertible ideals, so each 
maximal ideal of R belongs to a cycle and, by Proposition 2.5, J is invertible. 
So it remains only to show that a maximal right ideal Z contains a maximal 
ideal. Since R is bounded, Z contains a nonzero ideal. But it is clear from 
the structure of ideals of R that each nonzero ideal contains a product of 
maximal ideals. So Z I Mr -0. M, where the Mi are maximal ideals. If 
M~~Z,thenZi-iM,~-RandsoI>(I+M,)iM,...iM,=M,...M,.By 
iteration we see that Z contains a maximal ideal. 1 
5. ExAMPLEs 
The examples of hereditary Noetherian prime rings discussed in [4] 
and [7] may be summarized as follows. Let D be a noncommutative Dedekind 
domain with a unique maximal right and left ideal M. Then any “tiled” 
matrix ring of the form 
R= 
(squares of D’s along the diagonal, with D’s above and M’s below) is an 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring. In fact, as Michler proves in [7], such a 
ring R is characterized as an hereditary Noetherian prime ring with a non- 
zero Jacobson radical J such that idempotent elements can be lifted, 
modulo J. By Theorem 4.13, R is bounded and has only a finite number of 
maximal ideals. Hence, by Theorem 4.8, R has only a finite number of 
idempotent ideals and, by Theorem 4.12, has enough invertible ideals. 
We note next that any order R in a central simple algebra over a com- 
mutative Dedekind domain is bounded and is contained in an equivalent 
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maximal order ([6], pp. 125-126). If R is an hereditary Noetherian prime ring, 
then the one-to-one correspondence discussed in the proof of Theorem 4.12 
shows that, corresponding to the maximal order there is a minimal idem- 
potent ideal in R. Therefore, by Theorem 4.8, R has a finite number of 
idempotent ideals and, by Theorem 4.12, R has enough invertible ideals. 
We have no example of an hereditary Noctherian prime ring with an 
infinite number of idempotent ideals, nor of one which has not enough 
invertible ideals. (From the results of Section 4, it seems likely that an 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring with a finite number of idempotcnt ideals 
must have enough invertible ideals.) We do, however, have one example 
which is of interest in view of Theorem 4.10 and Corollary 4.11. It is an 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring R which is primitive (but is not a Dedekind 
prime ring). 
We start by recalling Example (ii)(a) of [3], Section 4. This describes a 
noncommutative Dedckind domain L) which is a primitive principal ideal 
domain with a unique maximal ideal XL) == Dx such that L)/xD is a field. 
We will show that the ring 
is as claimed. 
First we note that R is an order in the simple Artinian ring F2, where F 
is the quotient division ring of D. Thus we may use the theory of uniform 
right ideals outlined in [3] Section 1. It is easy to check that U = (0” “,) is a 
uniform right ideal. Therefore U contains a copy of every uniform right ideal. 
Let V C U be a right ideal. Then V = (,” “0) where A = aD, B = bD 
are right ideals of D. It is easily verified that Bx 2 A C B, i.e., bxD C aD C bD. 
But bD/bxD z D/xD which is a simple module, and so aD = bD or 
aD = bxD. Hence 
or 
the isomorphisms being the obvious ones. Since 
this shows that the uniform right ideals are all principal and projective. 
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Thus, to show that R is hereditary and Noetherian it will be sufficient to 
prove that every right ideal of R is a direct sum of uniform right ideals. 
Let I be an arbitrary right ideal of R and let U, be its projection onto T;; 
U, = (i i) R or U, = (z i) R. Then it follows that I contains a matrix of 
the form (“, i) or (0” z) and we write I1 = (“, z) R or 1r = (i E). Now I1 is 
uniform or zero and, if Ir # 1, the set of elements of I having the form (g ‘$ 
is a uniform right ideal Iz such that I1 @IS = I. 
Thus R is an hereditary Noetherian prime ring. (In fact, we have shown 
that every right ideal of R has a generating set of two elements.) If M f XD 
is a maximal right ideal of D, it can be seen that ($ z) is a maximal right 
ideal of R which contains no ideal of R. Thus R is primitive. Also R has 
precisely two maximal ideals (zg g) and (.$ 2). They are idempotent and 
form a cycle. By Theorem 1.2, R is not a Dedekind prime ring. 
6. ARBITRARY FACTOR RINGS 
We are now in a position to investigate the factor rings of an arbitrary 
hereditary Noetherian prime ring. We will show that such a ring is a ring 
direct sum of a generalized uniserial ring and a ring each of whose factor 
rings has finite global dimension. 
In [l], Chase defines a generalized triangular matrix ring to be a semi- 
primary ring with radical IV and a complete set of primitive idempotents 
e, ,..., e, such that eiNej = 0 for i >j. He proves ([I], Theorem 4.1) 
THEOREM 6.1. A semiprimary ring S is a generalized triangular matrix 
ring if and only if gl. dim S/A < co for each ideal A of S. 
Thus, we will prove that any factor ring of an hereditary Noetherian 
prime ring is a ring direct sum of a generalized uniserial ring and a generalized 
triangular matrix ring. 
LErvrM.4 6.2. Let R be an hereditary Noetherian prime ring, I an ideal of R. 
Then there is an idempotent ideal A and a invertible ideal X such that A n X _C I
and A + X = R. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 we may write I = YB, where Y is invertible 
and B is eventually idempotent, say evB = b. By Theorem 2.6, Y is a 
product of maximal invertible ideals, Y = Pr . Pz *.* P, , each of which 
must be the intersection of a cycle. By Proposition 4.5, C = Bb is a power 
of an intersection of maximal idempotent ideals, C = (Mr n ... A M,Jn, 
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say. One of these may contain one of the factors of Y, say M, 3 Pk . Then 
C3(Pk,nM2n *a* n M,)“. Replacing each such J4i by a Pk, , we get 
33_C3(P,tn~,,n...nP,,nM,_,n...n~ln) 
where the last equality follows by Proposition 2.8. By Proposition 2.5, 
pk, n *‘* n P, is invertible. Set X = Y(P,, n *** 17 P$ and 
A r (1VI,+1 n a:- n M,p. By Proposition 4.5, A is idempotent, and by 
Proposition 2.8, XA = X n A. Hence we havef = k-B3 YCI XA = X n A, 
as desired, and A + X = R because no maximal ideal contains both A 
and X. 8 
‘I~EOREM 6.3. Let I be an ideal oj the hereditary iVoetherian prime ring R. 
Then R/I is a r&g direct sum of a generalized u&serial r&g a?zd a generalized 
tr~a~~gu~a~ matrix ring. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.2, there is an invertible ideal X and an idempotent 
ideal A such that X n A C I, X + ‘4 = R. Thus R/I is a homomorphic 
image of the ring R/X @ R/A, so R/I = R/X’ 0 R/A’, where X’ and A’ 
are ideals with x’ 1 X and A’ 3_ A. iKow homomorphic images of generalized 
uniserial rings are generalized uniserial, so using Theorem 3.3, we see that 
K/X’ is generaiizcd uniserial. On the other hand, alI the ideals containing A 
are eventually idempotent by Proposition 4.5. By [2] Theorem 5, factor 
rings of an hereditary ring by an eventually idempotent ideal have finite 
global dimension and, by [3] Th eorem 1.3, R/A’ is Artinian and therefore 
semiprimary. Hence by Theorem 6.1, R/A’ is a generalized triangular matrix 
ring. 1 
It will be clear to the reader from the comments in Section 5 that we know 
of no example where the factor ring is not generalized uniserial. 
iVote added in proof (i) In 1131 Corollary 3.2 it is shown that evev proper factor 
ring of an hereditary N’oethcrian prime ring is genera!ized uniserial. (ii) Examples 
are now known [14] of hereditary Xoetherian prircnc rings which have a finite number 
of idempotent ideals and which do not have enough invertible ideals. 
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